
 

 

 

 

AUTODESK MAYA TRAINING 
Course Content 2020 

Introduction to Autodesk Maya Materials and mapping 

-Understanding the Maya interface -The principles of a surface 
-Setting up files and Maya projects -Introduction to the materials editor 
-Configuring viewports -Different types of material 
-Navigating the Maya workspace -Applying materials 
-Understanding the Channel Box -Using 2D maps 
-The Attribute Editor -Introduction to UVW mapping 
 -Editing UVW map coordinates 
Working with objects -Applying materials and maps 
-Scene management editors -Introduction to Mental Ray materials 
-Viewport selection   
-Using the Outliner  
-Scene hierarchy Rendering your Scene 
-Nodes and attributes  
-Using the Display Layer Editor  
  
Transformation  
-Transformation tools  
-Snapping  

  
-Additional transformation  
  
Working with Polygons  
-Creating Polygonal Models Animation 
-Differences between NURBS and polys -General principles 
-Selecting polygonal components -Working with key-frames 
-Using Soft Select and reflection -Animating objects 
-Sculpting with the Sculpt tool -Working with the Track View Editor 
-The Combine and Separate commands -Animating an object with key-frames 
-Working with subdivision surfaces -Understanding animation controllers 
 -Working with object hierarchies 
Working with Meshes -Creating and editing cameras 
-Working with edge loops -How to compose a scene in the camera view 

correctly -Using Edge Flow for smooth geometry -Wiring storyboards and cinema graphic 
techniques -Reorienting geometry using Spin Edge  

-Drawing detail with the Connect tool  
-Mirroring geometry  
-Modeling with nonlinear deformers  
-Modeling with lattices  

   
 
 

 

 
Course Description: 
 
It is an essential level course 
which gives working knowledge 
of 3D computer animation, 
modeling, simulation, and 
rendering for the use in the field 
of media and entertainment. 
This course is not meant for 
engineering analysis. 
 

Prerequisites: 
 
Familiar with Windows-based 
operating system.  
Basic AutoCAD knowledge. 
Only for professionals or having 
Degree or Diploma related to the 
field. 
 

Duration: 

10 Days 120 Mins. Class / Day 
(20 Credit Hours) 
 

Contact Information: 
 
Office # 11, United Trade, 
Center, Block 06, Rashid Minhas 
Road, Gulshan Iqbal, Near Dacca 
Sweets,  
Karachi- Pakistan.  
 

Phone:  +922134812219 
 

Website: 
www.ersolutionspk.com 
E-mail: info@ersolutionspk.com
  


